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Announcements & Key Concepts (re Today)

Ø How to describe waves

Some relevant underlying concepts of the day…

Ø Wave "math" à Multivariable functions revisted

à Online HW #9: Posted and due 12/6

à Lectures end Monday 12/3  (à no tutorial on 12/4)

Ø PDEs à the "wave equation"

à Review sessions re final exam to be announced soon

Ø St



Types of waves

Knight



How to describe a wave?

Knight

Wave height 
versus position

Wave height 
versus time

Note: Wave shape appears “flipped” between the two....



How to describe a wave?

à Clearly, the displacement of a wave (standing or 
not) depends upon both space and time

Knight



“Wave math” à Multivariable functions

Ø Can take “snapshots”, either in time or space

à We need some additional mathematical tools to deal w/ this new reality....

Knight

Time snapshot Space snapshot



f

x, y

- dependent variable

- independent variables

Ø Multivariate functions be important for the various types of systems 
you will see throughout science

e.g. concentration of a solute in a solution (c) depends upon both spatial 
location (x) and time (t)

“Wave math” à Multivariable functions



Solution to
diffusion equation

(or heat eqn.)

“Wave math” à Multivariable functions



Derivative (definition) for a 
function of a single variable

For multi-variable function, 
keep one variable constant

y is effectively held 
constant here

note difference
in notation

Aside à Differentiating multivariable functions

à “Partial derivative”



Ø Can take partial derivative with 
respect to partial derivative

Ø Simplified notation:

Aside à Differentiating multivariable functions



Ex.1 

Ex.2 

Aside: Examples



ODE (�ordinary�):

PDE (�partial�): considers a function of more than one variable
and how its various partial derivatives are related

ex.

considers a function of one variable and how it
changes with respect to that variable

ex.

“Wave math” à Partial differential equations



“Wave math” à The wave equation

Ø A wave’s dependence upon space and time are interrelated via a PDE 
commonly referred to as the wave equation

Note: One can readily derive this via 
combining Newton’s 2nd Law and 
conservation of mass

Wolfson

Possible solution to 
wave eqn. (“sinusoidal 
wave”)



“Wave math” à Multivariable functions (REVISITED)

Knight

Ø Let’s consider a sinusoidal wave traveling to 
the right

Eventually the wave repeats itself:

Note:

But the wave is “in motion”, so 
we can rewrite as:



“Wave math” à Multivariable functions (REVISITED)

Knight

So we rewrite as:

Relevant derived quantities:



Knight

“Wave math” à Wave speed

Ø For sinusoidal waves (w/ period T and 
wavelength l), there is a straightforward 
means to determine the wave’s velocity

Ex. Try talking after sucking on a 
helium balloon....



Standing waves

Ø Consider that in 1-D, there can be two waves on a string: one going 
forward and one going backward

Knight

Ø Their combination leads to interference (or superposition)

Ø Sometimes the waves interfere (i.e., add up) constructively, other times it is 
destructively 



Knight

à A bit hard to see via a static picture....

Standing waves



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standing_wave

... but is much more readily apparent via a movie

Blue is the left-going wave
Red is the right-going wave
Black is the sum of the two (i.e., the “standing” wave)

Note: Locations where 
the amplitude stays zero 
are called nodes 

Standing waves



“Wave math” à Standing waves (REVISITED)

Knight

Right-going wave

Left-going wave

Note: The difference here is the sign. For 
“bonus” credit, look up d´Alembert's formula

Via superposition:

Relevant trig identity:

Rewriting:

Note: A standing wave is not a 
traveling wave per se(!)



Standing Waves (REVISITED)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standing_wave

Blue is the left-going wave
Red is the right-going wave
Black is the sum of the two (i.e., the “standing” wave)

Note: Locations where 
the amplitude stays zero 
are called nodes 



(0,2) mode

(1,1) mode

http://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/demos/membranecircle/circle.html

(0,1) mode

(0,3) mode

Ø Standing waves can arise in 2-D as well (e.g., drumhead)

Standing waves



http://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/demos/membranecircle/circle.html

(1,2) mode

à Note clear presence of nodes (chief characteristic of standing waves) 

(3,1) mode

Standing waves



Standing waves



Scientific American (1983)



Aside: Cochlear standing waves

“Taken together, the results imply [...] the 
cochlea acting as a biological, hydromechanical
analog of a laser oscillator.”

à Inner ear acts like a laser!

Further aside:

à Reflections back and forth can be described via a geometric 
series (something you’ll see soon re integral calculus!) 



Looking ahead: Light as a wave....

Knight

Ø EM waves are a bit special in that they are not 
entirely consistent w/ our definition of a wave.... 

Review: A traveling wave is a broad term, 
but in a general sense can be defined as 
occurring when a “condition of some kind is 
transmitted from one place to another by 
means of a medium, but the medium itself is 
not transported” 

Ø We will need to develop further mathematical tools and physical concepts (e.g., 
electric fields, magnetism) to properly understand, classically at least, EM waves

Maxwell’s equations

à Buried in all this is an even more basic notion: Oscillations



Interference & Diffraction

Review: Sometimes the waves interfere 
(i.e., add up) constructively, other times 
it is destructively 

à Same idea applies here re the “double 
slit” experiments previously described

http://www.mysearch.org.uk/website1/html/546.Double-Slit.html

Note: Relevant concept here is known as 
Huygens-Fresnel principle



Knight

Question



Knight

Question SOL 

D



Knight

Question

Wolfson



Knight

Question SOL

Wolfson



Ex.

Knight



Ex. (SOL)

Knight



Ex.

Knight



Ex. (SOL)

Knight



Ex.

Knight



Ex. (SOL)

Knight


